INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

POLICE CHIEFS STEERING COMMITTEE
Committee Meeting Agenda
Thursday, November 8, 2018
Westbrook Corporate Conference Center, Tower 2
Westchester, IL
10:00 a.m.
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

 APPROVAL OF MINUTES: August 16, 2018 (pg. 1)

III.

TOPICS/PRESENTATIONS:
• ILEAP Police Accreditation Overview – Review of Program, Enhancements & Fee Structure
(Ed Wojcicki, ILACP Executive Director / Lt. Jeff Hamer, Macomb Police, ILEAP
Coordinator)
- ILEAP Proposal to Modify Fees (pg. 3)
• Police Law Institute - Update & Discussion on Future Lesson Topics (David Oliver)

IV.

POLICE CHIEFS STEERING COMMITTEE – OPERATIONS
A. 2019 Officer Elections/Secretary Position Nomination/Vote – Memo (pg. 6)
B. 2019 Proposed PCSC Budget (pg. 7)
C. 2019 Proposed PCSC Meeting Dates (pg. 8)
D. Police Red Man Training – Discussion on Risk Management Implications
E. Defensive Tactics Training – Loss Prevention (pg. 9)
F. Bloodborne Pathogens/Hepatitis B Vaccine-Law Enforcement Officers (pg. 12)

V.

IRMA GRANTS, AWARDS & POOLED PRICNG
A. 2018 Grants Update (pg. 13)

VI.

NEW IRMA BEST PRACTICES, MODEL POLICIES & ARTICLES
A. IRMA Website Overview (pg. 15)
B. Safety First: Winter Hazards (pg. 18)
C. Work Zone Safety & Traffic Incident Management Quick Reference Guidebooks (pg. 20)

VII.

2018 SPECIAL TRAINING / WEBINAR PROGRAMS
A. Fall Police Forum – LEOKA Flyer October 30, 2018 (pg. 21)
B. Lexipol Webinar – Preventing Jail Suicides: Best Practices & Policy Considerations (pg. 22)

VIII.

POLICE LAW INSTITUTE (PLI) – 3rd QUARTER REPORT (pg. 23)

IX.

POLICE LEGISLATIVE & LEGAL UPDATE – DISCUSSION
A. ILACP Legislative Update – Chief Marc Maton, Lemont Police/ILACP Legislative Chair (pg. 24)

X.

GOOD OF THE ORDER
A. Lexipol - Countering the Critics: Response to Common Argument on
Use of Deadly Force (pg. 34)
B. Avoiding Ambush – Survival & Success on the Street (pg. 39)
C. ILACP Special Alert – Court Smart Online Training Partnership (pg. 50)
D. Miami Herald Article – Flawed 991 System Affected Parkland Shooting Response
E. AeroVista Drone Academy Newsletter & Training Schedule (pg. 54)
F. Risk Management in Law Enforcement: Discussion on Identifying and Mitigating Risk for
Officers, Departments, and the Public
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XI.

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA

XII.

CONFIRMATION OF NEXT MEETING
April 19, 2019
Proposed Topic:
Location: Westmont Police Department. Westmont, IL

XIII.

ADJOURNMENT

 Vote needed
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POLICE CHIEFS STEERING COMMITTEE
Committee Meeting - Minutes

Thursday, August 16, 2018
Village of Westmont Police Training Room
500 N. Cass Avenue
10:00 a.m. – Business Meeting/Presentation
Bill Gutschick
Tom Stefason
Jim Black
Ed Rompa
Chuck Snider
Steve Husak
Greg Thomas
John Gaw
John Gunther
Paul Dalen
Ed Sailer
Chuck Ghiloni

Riverside
Woodridge
Crystal Lake
LaGrange Park
Bartlett
Lake Zurich
Darien
Lisle
Westmont
Clarendon Hills
Carol Stream
NEMRT

Kurt Bluder
Brian Cunningham
Dave Schar
Rick Jaczak
Bob Cervenka
James Paoletti
Ron Wilke
Brian Guen
Norm Stromberg
John Monahan
Laith Ibrahim

LaGrange
Woodridge
Winfield
Stickney
Indian Head Park
Crete
Lisle
Westmont
Morton Grove
Mundelein
Hillside

I.

CALL TO ORDER – At 10:05 Vice Chair Kruger called the meeting to Order.

II.

APPROVAL MINUTES: April 12, 2018 – A motion to approve the minutes of April 12th was
made by Gunther – Westmont, seconded by Jaczak – Stickney. The motion carried.

III.

TOPICS/PRESENTATIONS
Drones in Law Enforcement: Brendan Stewart, Aero Vista Drone Academy – A motion was
made by Vice-Chair Kruger to move the presentation by Brendan Stewart from Aero Vista to
immediately following the conclusion on the business meeting. The motion passed.

IV.

POLICE CHIEFS STEERING COMMITTEE - OPERATIONS
2019 Officer Elections/Secretary Position Nomination – Vice-Chair Kruger requested
volunteers from the floor to service as the 2019 PCSC. Chief Brian Cunningham,
Woodridge, volunteered to serve as the 2019 PCSC Secretary.
B. 2019 Proposed PCSC Budget (pg.19) – LeTourneau stated the proposed 2019 PCSC
budget was included in the packet with no change from 2018.
C. 2019 Proposed PCSC Meeting Dates (pg. 20) – schedule of the 2019 PCSC meeting des
was included in the packet for review.
D. Training Registration Guidelines (pg. 21) – LeTourneau indicate that the IRMA Training
Registration Guidelines were included in the packet for member review.
E. Drones – Discount Pricing Guidelines (pg. 23) – Aero Vista’s discounted Drone Pricing
document offer to IRMA members was included in the packet for review.

V.

2018 SPECIAL TRAINING PROGRAMS
A. IRMA’s 5th Education Summit – October 17, 2018 (pg. 24) – Vice Chair Kruger noted the IRMA
Annual Summit flyer was included in the packet for member review and attendance.
B. Fall Police Forum: LEOKA – October 30, 2018 (pg. 25) – Vice-Chair Kruger noted that Fall
PCSC Forum will be LEOKA – Law Enforcement Officers Killed & Assaulted and encouraged
members to attend this FBI developed program.

A.
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VI.

POLICE LAW INSTITUTE (PLI) - 2ND QUARTER REPORT – Monthly Legal Update report on
percentage of officers completing the lessons by department was included in the packet for
member review. LeTourneau noted that 100% completion by officers meets compliance with
the new annual officer required training from ILETSB.

VII.

POLICE LEGISLATIVE & LEGAL UPDATE - DISCUSSION
A. ILACP Legislative Update – report included in packet by link for member review. ViceChair Kruger also discussed the following Legislative efforts: Juvenile Expungement
revisions under discussion, extending the juvenile age to 21, Public Duty effort stalled,
Court fee Reform Bill -$25 min. fee, ongoing data collection of stops.
B. New Epi Pen Law “The Annie LeGere Law” (pg. 28) – an overview was provide by ViceChair Kruger include the possible risk of an Epi Pen causing cardiac arrest if administered
when not needed. Noted that this law allows but does not require officers to carry and
use the Epi-Pens.
C. HB 4100 HB 4100 (pg. 29) – the Bill addressing Custodial Transport of Arrestees to
Medical Facilities was discussed as it was passed and if signed by the Governor will
require ILETSB to develop a full training curriculum to certify police offers in custodial
escort and custody of high-risk committed persons to medical facilities.

VIII.

GOOD OF THE ORDER – information provided to the Committee for their review
A. Policing When Faced With Resistance- When to Use De-escalation
B. Police Body Cams – Liability Hazards (pg. 30)
C. Law Enforcement vs. Social Media
D. Safety First – Physical Training Injuries (pg. 32)
E. Crain’s Here’s What’s in the Plan for Police Forum
1.
Chicago Police Department Consent Decree
2.
Fact Sheet: Chicago Police Department Consent Decree
F. Law Enforcement Facebook Pages and The First Amendment (pg. 34)

IX.

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA – Vice Chair Kruger discussed the enhancements to the ILEAP
Accreditation Program including adding a part-time program administrator. The fees will be
increase from $500 to $1,600 ($400 per year) for Tier I and from $1,000 to $3,200 ($800 per
year) for Tier II. Reaccreditation will be required every four years.

X.

CONFIRMATION OF NEXT MEETING
Date: November 8, 2018
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Location: Two Westbrook Corporate Center, Conference Center, Westchester IL

XI.

ADJOURNMENT – At 10:35 a motion was made by Gunther, Mundelein and seconded by
Anderson, Lisle to adjourn the business and move to the training. The motion carried.

 Vote needed
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ILEAP rates could increase in 2019
ILEAP rates could increase and become an annual fee rather than an every-four-year fee for agencies in
the Illinois Law Enforcement Accreditation Program (ILEAP), beginning in 2019.
The Board of Officers recommended the change in fees last month to the Executive Board, which will be
asked to give the new fees final consideration at its December meeting.
There have been no increases in fees since the ILEAP program was launched about a decade ago. “There
has been a lot of new interest in ILEAP in the past 18 months or so, and our costs associated with
running this program are increasing,” said Ed Wojcicki, ILACP executive director. “Plus, we’ve done an
analysis, and our new rates are still far below what an agency would pay for national CALEA
accreditation.”
He suggested that agencies seeking or having ILEAP accreditation check with their municipalities’
insurance carrier, the Illinois Municipal League, or a group like the Intergovernmental Risk Management
Agency (IRMA) to see if one of those might cover some of the ILEAP fees or enjoy a reduction in
insurance by being an accredited police agency.
Currently, an agency pays $500 once every four years for Tier 1 Accreditation and reaccreditation. An
agency pays $1,000 for Tier 2 Accreditation every four years, which requires the agency to meet more
than twice as many standards as those in Tier 1.
Under the proposed fee increase, all agencies that apply for accreditation and pay their initial fee by
December 31, 2018, would be grandfathered into the old fee structure. Similarly, agencies who now
enjoy accreditation would not begin paying a new fee or have any fee increase until the year of
reaccreditation, starting in 2019. The fee they paid is good for four years.
New proposed fee structure
Under the new proposal, departments first applying for ILEAP accreditation or applying for
reaccreditation after January 1, 2019, would be assessed an annual fee of $400 for Tier 1 accreditation
(a total of $1,600 every four years) or $800 annually for Tier 2 accreditation (a total of $3,200 every four
years).
The first annual payment would be due at the time of application, and that would satisfy the current
year’s fee. The date of payment of the application fee is considered the first year of the annual cycle.
Then the annual fee would be due any time during the calendar year, but the department would be
invoiced in January each year.
“The association considers ILEAP one of its premier programs, and to keep as up to date as we need to
be, we will have to invest more money in it,” Wojcicki said. He worked on the new fee proposal with
Chief Pat Rollins of Sugar Grove, who chairs the ILACP Professional Recognition Committee. They made a
formal proposal to the Board of Officers at the August meeting in Tinley Park.
Anyone with questions about ILEAP fees should contact Wojcicki at ed@ilchiefs.org.
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Anyone with questions about the process of ILEAP accreditation should contact the ILEAP Coordinator,
Lt. Jeff Hamer, at jhamer@macombpolice.com.
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ILEAP – Proposal to Modify Fees
Effective January 1, 2019
This policy changes the fees for ILEAP accreditation and reaccreditation.
An agency applying for ILEAP accreditation or reaccreditation must pay the following annual fees, either
(a) when it first applies for accreditation after January 1, 2019, or (b) when it applies for reaccreditation
for the first time after January 1, 2019. Agencies that applied and paid for accreditation or
reaccreditation prior to January 1, 2019, are not subject to annual fees until the date of their first
reaccreditation. The fee they paid is good for four years.
For departments first applying for ILEAP accreditation or applying for reaccreditation, the first payment
is due at the time of application, and that will satisfy the current year’s fee. The date of payment of the
application fee is considered the first year of the annual cycle. The annual fee is due any time during the
calendar year, but the department will be invoiced in January each year.
TIER 1
Current cost (through 2018)

Fee after January 1, 2019*

$500 every four years,
for initial application
and every reaccreditation

$400 annually
= $1,600 every four years

TIER 2
Current cost (through 2018)

Fee after January 1, 2019

$1,000 every four years,
for initial application
and every reaccreditation

$800 annually
= $3,200 every four years

Initial drafts (not shown) from Executive Director Ed Wojcicki and Chief Pat Rollins
July 30 and August 1, 2018

Modified and Recommended by Board of Officers
August 8, 2018

Approved by Board of Officers and forwarded to Executive Board.
Request notice to members and then final approval at the December 2018 Executive Board meeting.
August 13, 2018
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Proposed
2019
Police Chiefs Steering Committee
Officer Election/Nominations

Chair:

Chief James Kruger, Oak Brook

Past Chair:

Chief Marc Maton, Lemont

Vice Chair:

Chief Dave Anderson, Lisle

Secretary:

(Nominations) Chief Brian Cunningham
Name/Title
_____________________
Name/Title

Village of Woodridge
Member/Phone #
_______________________
Member/Phone #

Note: Elections will take place at the November 8, 2018 PCSC meeting. If unable to
attend, please fax (708) 236-6338 or email danl@irmarisk.org your nomination for the
position of Secretary to Dan LeTourneau by November 5, 2018. Hope to see you all at the
year-end meeting.

DLT/ds

G:\Committees\Steering Committees\Police Chiefs\2018\11-8-18 Westchester\2019 PCSC Officer Ballot.Docx
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PROPOSED
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT AGENCY
2019 POLICE CHIEFS STEERING COMMITTEE BUDGET

CATEGORY

2018 BUDGET

PROPOSED
2019 BUDGET

Training Materials (DVD’s, CD’s, etc.)

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

Steering Committee Seminar
(IRMA Police Forum)

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

$250.00

$250.00

$5,250.00

$5,250.00

Meeting Expense
TOTAL

G:\Committees\Steering Committees\Police Chiefs\2018\8-16-18 Hanover Pk\2019 Proposed PCSC Budget.Docx
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2019
IRMA STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING DATES

POLICE CHIEFS STEERING COMMITTEE
04/11/19 – Westmont Police Facility
06/20/19 – (Joint Meeting) – Two Westbrook Corporate Conference Center, Westchester
08/15/19 – Hanover Park Police Facility
11/07/19 – Two Westbrook Corporate Conference Center, Westchester
FIRE CHIEFS STEERING COMMITTEE
04/18/19 – Oak Brook
06/20/19 – (Joint Meeting) – Two Westbrook Corporate Conference Center, Westchester
08/22/19 – Oak Brook
10/24/19 – Oak Brook
PUBLIC WORKS STEERING COMMITTEE
04/09/19 – TBD
06/20/19 – (Joint Meeting) – Two Westbrook Corporate Conference Center, Westchester
08/13/19 – TBD
11/12/19 – Two Westbrook Corporate Conference Center, Westchester
PARKS & RECREATION STEERING COMMITTEE
04/04/19 – IRMA Office, 4 Westbrook Corporate Center, Suite 940, Westchester
06/20/19 – (Joint Meeting) – Two Westbrook Corporate Conference Center, Westchester

Additional meetings to be scheduled as needed.
/ds
G:\Committees\Steering Committees\Steering Committee Dates\2019steeringcommitteedates.Docx
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Law Enforcement
Defense Tactics Training – Risk Reduction
 Program Evaluation

□

Internal or contract instructor? Check references for contract instructors
and training of internal instructors.

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

Training provided to all new recruits
Commit to one type of training program, Avoid “PT of the day” program
Review program outline in detail
Review program safety/injury rate
Develop program specific safety guidelines and require sign off or verbal
acknowledgement. Ask if there are any current injuries other participants
need to be aware of as part of the introduction to the safety guidelines.
Consider alternative programs in evaluation process.
Training moves practiced at 25% speed/force
Train for varying scenarios
Conduct on consistent basis (Quarterly)

 Attendee Evaluation

□
□
□
□

Medical questionnaires required. Identify any past participant injuries.
Further medical required, if indicated by questionnaire
Evaluate if attendee needs further training, if so, find a proper training
program for them
Ask if there are any injuries before and after training session

 Trainer Selection/Evaluation

□
□

□
□

Conducted reference checks
Instructor Training of 80 hours or greater
Observe trainer performance on a regular basis
Require signed trainer agreement with indemnity provision
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 Training Facility/Room

□ Floor Mats (Use an Athletic Mats Not Wrestling Mats - standard gym shoe
sticks to wrestling mats)

□
□

1-1½ minimum thickness
Clean after every use at the beginning of the training and after each
class/session

□ Shoes sticking on Mat (knee, leg & fall injuries)
□ Officers required to clean athletic footwear before entering program
 Clothing/Attire

□
□
□
□
□

Mandate exercise apparel
No street clothes
No additional participant pads used
Athletic footwear in good condition with little wear to sole required
Prohibit wearing of jewelry (may consider allowing some wedding rings
without sharps)

 Program Requirements

□ Stretch / warm-up period for all programs
□ Begin with safety specifics for each move
□ Stop once technique is applied / demonstrated at low intensity
(25% rule)

□ Lower intensity higher repetitions
□ Incorporate win-win scenarios
□ Officer should verbalize their actions during technique demonstrations
□ Train for different scenarios
□ Senior management review of any injury to determine prevention actions
 Safety Officers (Trained)

Trainers/participants should secure their firearms outside the training area

□
□

1 non-participating safety officer present for every 3-4 participants
Authority to shut down program regardless of rank, All participants should
be allowed to shut down training if they observe a safety hazard/issue –
everyone is a safety officer
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□ One safety officer for each group, area or exercise
□ Program safety is their only role
□ Ensure all pairs know each other’s past injuries
□ Limit class sizes based on staff and instructors (12 or under)
Summary
Fully implement the chosen training program. Avoid changing a training technique
unless it has been completely evaluated and will be implemented for the next 5 years
(not a training of the day). Program should have full support of training officers and
department senior leadership prior to implementation. Then drill, drill, drill on the
changes and commit to the chosen techniques. Use the least amount of force as
possible after the technique had been applied. Remain consistent in the language you
are using, “consistent language by technique.”
G:\Departments\Risk Management\A to Z Files\Police\Defensive Tactics Training\Defense Tactics Training-Loss Prevention (2).doc
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Police Chief Steering Committee

FROM:

Dan LeTourneau, Director of Risk Management Services

DATE:

October 29, 2018

RE:

Bloodborne Pathogens/Hepatitis B Vaccine – Law Enforcement Officers

Action Requested:
Review you Blood Borne Pathogens Policy to ensure your department continues to be in
compliance with your Hepatitis B Vaccination process.
Background/Discussion:
Recently, we received a question regarding Police Officers that may not have been offered a
Hepatitis B vaccination. As part of a Police Department’s Blood Borne Pathogens Policy,
management needs to ensure they have offered the Hepatitis B Vaccination to all employees who
have a reasonably anticipated occupational exposure to blood borne pathogens and infectious
diseases. If an employee declines to take the vaccination it is important that they sign a
Declination Form, a sample of which is included in the IRMA Best Practice Infectious
Materials/Blood Borne Pathogens Exposure Plan . You will need an IRMA website password to
access the policy. Please see your IRMA delegate or alternate for details on how to obtain a
member password. If an employee initially declines the vaccination and reconsiders at a later
time, they should be offered the vaccination.
Recommendation:
Review you Police Department’s Infectious Disease/Blood Borne Pathogens Policy to ensure you
are in compliance. Periodic training on this topic should be completed to ensure employees are
aware of the proper exposure control practices.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Fire Chiefs Steering Committee
Parks & Recreation Steering Committee
Police Chiefs Steering Committee
Public Works Steering Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

October 12, 2018

RE:

2018 Grants - Update

Purpose: To update the committees with the status of the 2018 Grant Programs.
Background/Discussion: In 2018, IRMA offers seven grants to the membership with a budget
of over $200,000. Below is a snapshot* of each opportunity and remaining funding available
through December 31, 2018:
($3,300 available)
Accreditation / Re-Accreditation
All operating departments. IRMA offers a 50% reimbursement for accreditation
and 25% reimbursement for reaccreditation, with a maximum award of $3,500.
No applications pending.
Lexipol Policy Manual Development Program
($0 available)
Fire and Police Departments. IRMA offers 50% reimbursement, with a maximum
award of $4,000, for the initial development of a comprehensive policy manual by
Lexipol.
Six (6) applications pending. Any unsatisfied grant applications will be moved to
the 2019 budget year for remittance.
Injury Prevention Program
($8,600 available)
All operating departments. IRMA offers 50% reimbursement, with a maximum
award of $1,700, for conducting Backsafe Program, Illinois Bone & Joint or
Accelerated Rehab Post-Offer testing.
No applications pending.
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Fire Service Equipment Program
($53,000 available)
Fire Departments. IRMA awards 1/3 total cost, up to $15,000, for purchase of
equipment (stair chair, power cot, and power load).
Two (2) Tier I applications are pending. If awarded, budget will be available to
allow for Tier II awards. Ten (10) Tier II applications pending. Any unsatisfied
grant applications will be moved to the 2019 budget year. This grant is funded
through 2019.
Fire Service Ballistic Protective Equipment Program
($16,500 available)
Fire Departments. IRMA awards 1/3 total cost, up to $1,400, for purchase of
ballistic equipment (body armor, vests, helmets).
One (1) application pending.
Lift Assist Equipment Program
($12,500 available)
Public Works Departments. IRMA awards 1/3 total cost, up to $1,500, for lifting
assistance equipment.
No applications pending.
Work Zone Safety Equipment Program
($11,500 available)
Public Works Departments. IRMA awards 1/3 total cost, up to $2,000, for
temporary traffic control and work zone safety equipment.
Two (2) applications pending.
Recommendation: For your information only. If you are interested in applying for a grant, click
here; or contact Jennifer Swahlstedt at (708) 236-6365 or jennifers@irmarisk.org for more
information.
*As of October 12, 2018
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Steering Committees
Standing Committees

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

October 25, 2018

RE:

Member Forum – New Website Feature

Purpose: To raise awareness of the member discussion forum, a new website feature added during the 2018
IRMA website redesign.
Background/Discussion: In 2018, IRMA redesigned the website to mirror current branding as well as
increased functionality and use for all members. As part of the redesign, a discussion forum was established
to facilitate networking and sharing of ideas between member departments. Members will be able to subscribe
to any/all discussion boards, create a new thread/discussion/question, participate in discussion, and attach
documents such as sample policies. By subscribing, members will be automatically alerted via email of any
new discussion threads. Attached are instructions to subscribe and post within the discussion forum.
Recommendation: Please join in the conversation – subscribe here.
Attachments: Member Forum – Subscription Instructions
Member Forum – Creating a Discussion Instructions
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Member Forum – Subscription Instructions
Step 1: Log in to the website www.irmarisk.org. If you do not have a username and log in, please contact
Donna Sluis at (708) 236-6349 or donnas@irmarisk.org. Once completed you will receive an email notification
confirming your subscription.
Step 2: Click on “Communications” then “Member Forums”

Step 3: Select the Forum by clicking the hyperlink

Step 4: Then click “Subscribe to Forum”

Step 5: Your email will automatically populate, then hit “Ok”.
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Member Forum – Creating a Discussion Instructions
Step 1: Select the applicable forum then click “New Thread”

Step 2: Complete the fields. Remember to subscribe to post to receive updates on your discussions. Click “OK”
to post.

Optional: Attaching Files
Select “Attach File(s)” and follow prompts to upload documents. Select “Upload” when complete
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Risk Alert: Winter is Coming…
For the Game of Thrones enthusiasts, we are not warning about the upcoming battle with the Night King,
but rather the annual battle we all face against the seasonal risks of working and driving during the winter
season. Below you will find common challenges and tips to remain healthy and safe this winter.
“Fall Back” - Daylight savings time ended on November 4th making the days shorter, forcing many of us
to spend more time driving in the dark. According to the National Safety Council (NSC), the risk of a fatal
crash is three times greater at night. There are several things that can be done to reduce the risk of
driving at night:
•
•
•

Aim your headlights correctly, and make
sure they’re clean
Dim your dashboard
If you wear glasses, make sure they’re
anti-reflective

•
•
•

Clean the windshield to eliminate
streaks
Look away from oncoming lights
Slow down to compensate for limited
visibility and reduced stopping time

Cold Stress – Anyone exposed to extreme cold or work in cold environments may be at risk of cold
stress. You also need to be aware of other hazards such as precipitation and wind while you’re working
in cold. These conditions can be extremely hazardous even if temperatures are not below freezing. A cold
environment forces the body to work harder to maintain its temperature which may lead to serious health
problems, cause tissue damage, and possible death. Protect your employees by:
•
•
•

•

Train employees about cold stress prevention, recognition of illness and injuries, and how to
apply first aid treatment. Click here for a quick review from NIOSH on cold stress.
Provide engineering controls such as radiant heaters and shield work areas from drafts or winds
to reduce wind chill
Implement safe work practices, including providing warm sweetened liquids to workers,
scheduling heavy work during the warmest part of the day, assigning tasks in pairs to allow for
monitoring of cold stress conditions, and consideration to offer frequent breaks in warm areas
Dress appropriately for the cold and recommend to your employees to keep extra clothing handy
in case he/she gets wet (even from sweating).

Vehicle Maintenance – Municipalities operate several different types of vehicle fleets, from patrol cars to
pickup trucks to fire engines, which all need to be checked for proper winter maintenance before the first
snowfall of the season.
Inspect the following vehicle systems by properly trained employees:
•
•
•
•

Brakes
Cooling system
Electrical system
Engine

•
•
•
•
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Exhaust system
Tires
Oil
Visibility systems
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Additionally, an emergency kit is recommended for all vehicles and should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cellphone or two-way radio
Windshield ice scraper
Snow brush
Flashlight with extra batteries
Shovel
Traction aids (bag of sand or cat litter)
Emergency flares

•
•
•
•
•
•

Jumper cables
Snacks
Water
Road maps
Tow Chain
Blankets & change of clothes

Snowplow Safety – Chicagoland winters typically come with a lot of snow and your employees are
tasked to remove it. IRMA offers training subsidization for Snowplow Driver Training at NIPSTA. Click
here to access more information. Following are some safety tips to keep your employees and equipment
safe this plowing season:
•

•
•

•

Angle the blade to the right when
transporting a snowplow to avoid
chances of catching the curb
Position the blade so as not to block the
plow headlights or your vision
Do not exceed 40 mph when
transporting a plow, 14 mph when
plowing
Always wear your seatbelt

•

•
•

Look out for hidden obstacles on your
route before it snows, such as speed
bumps, drains, fences, or hydrants.
Check the temperature gauge often to
avoid overheating the engine
Don’t rely on vehicle mirrors while
moving in reverse, turn around to look
where you’re going

Slips & Falls on Ice – Preventing slips, trips and falls during the winter season can be difficult, but the
risk of injury to your employees and community can be greatly reduced by following these simple steps:
•
•
•

Clear walking surfaces of snow and ice
Spread deicer as quickly as possible
after a winter storm
Wear proper footwear and/or use a pair
of rubber over-shoes

•

Encourage employees to take short
steps and walk at a slower pace when
possible

Looking for more training opportunities to prepare employees about cold weather safety? Check out our
video library or safety toolbox for additional resources.

Oct 2018
Nov 2017
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Fire Chiefs Steering Committee
Parks & Recreation Steering Committee
Police Chiefs Steering Committee
Public Works Steering Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

October 24, 2018

RE:

Work Zone Safety & Traffic Incident Management Quick Reference Guidebooks

Purpose: To notify the membership of the creation and sale of the Work Zone Safety & Traffic
Incident Management Quick Reference Guidebooks.
Background/Discussion: IRMA created a quick reference guidebook based upon U.S.
Department of Transportation on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), 2009 Edition, Part
6, Revisions 1 and 2 and NFPA 1500 2018 Edition, Chapter 9 and Appendices to take the
guesswork out of setting up temporary traffic control (TCC) zones. The guide provides typical
applications for commonly encountered work zone and traffic incident set ups, pictographs,
calculation tools and best practices for easy dissemination for compliant on-scene management
during a roadway emergency or work zone.
Each member was distributed two (2) books at the 10/17/18 Board of Directors Meeting for use
and distribution to any operating department for placement in fleet vehicles. Members can order
additional books at the cost of $20.95 each.
Please note, these guides are for reference only and should be used in conjunction with your
roadwork pre-planning, safety program and training initiatives. For a complete MUTCD
information, please visit https://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov. For complete NFPA 1500 information,
please visit www.nfpa.org.
Recommendation: Guidebooks will be available for your review at the upcoming meetings. If
you are interested in ordering quick reference guidebooks, please contact Jennifer Swahlstedt
at (708) 236-6365 or jennifers@irmarisk.org for more information.
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LEOKA: Law Enforcement Officers
Killed & Assaulted Program
Sponsored by: IRMA Police Chiefs’ Steering Committee

This program provides
information on the history
and policy relating to the
LEOKA (Law Enforcement
Officers Killed and
Assaulted) Program. An
in-depth analyses of two
previous studies which resulted in the publications “Killed in the
Line of Duty” and "In the Line of Fire." will be discussed. The
objectives of these studies were to identify elements which led
to the ultimate felonious deaths and serious injuries of police
officers.
Demographic and behavioral descriptors for the victim officers
and the offenders will be presented with the findings and
resulting safety training issues.
The emphasis of the presentation will be focused on the final
companion study which resulted in a publication entitled
“Violent Encounters.” This study examines 40 incidents where
police officers survived life threatening attacks.
OBJECTIVE: To assist law enforcement managers, trainers
and personnel in the identification of training issues for the
purpose of preventing the deaths and/or serious injuries of law
enforcement personnel.

PRESENTER: James “Jimmy” Sheets
Jimmy Sheets, a 30 year veteran of the
FBI, started his career with the FBI
assigned to the J. Edgar Hoover building
in Washington D.C. He has held various
positions throughout his career
including, Sergeant, Assistant Team
Leader on the FBI Police Emergency
Response Team, Patrol Commander
and Lieutenant. In 2012 Jimmy
accepted a position in the Law
Enforcement Officers Killed and
Assaulted (LEOKA) Program where he is the lead researcher
for FBI officer safety studies. Jimmy is an FBI certified
Instructor and conducts officer safety presentations nationally.

Date: October 30th, 2018
Time: 8:30 a.m.—9:00 a.m. Registration
9:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m. Program
Continental Breakfast & Lunch provided
Fee: $25.00
Location: Westbrook Corporate Conference
Center , Two Westbrook Corporate Center,
Westchester, IL.
Who Should Attend:
Police Chiefs, police management personnel,
Training Officers and interested municipal
management.
ILETSB CEU’s: 7 hrs.
Register Now: Fall Police Forum
Register online or fax this form to: IRMA –
Attn: Lisa Leban, Fax # 708.236.6344
Print Name(s)
__________________
__________________
__________________

Email Address
_______________
_______________
_______________

Municipality/Entity
______________________________________
Contact Name
__________________________________________
Email Address (required)
__________________________________________
Phone #
__________________________________________

The Risk Management Solution
for Local Government
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Every year since 2000, suicide has been the leading cause of death in local jails. With suicide so
pervasive in detention facilities, it can easily be seen as unpreventable or simply a fact of life in jail.
Suicides are preventable. Many facilities are successful at identifying suicide risk and managing suicidal
inmates. These facilities incorporate a comprehensive suicide prevention program including best
practices, policies and training to help correctional officers identify inmates who present a risk for
suicide and connect them with appropriate mental health services. This webinar will present proven
strategies jail administrators and correctional officers can use to reduce the risk of inmate suicide.
You’ll learn:
• Key research findings regarding past jail suicides and recommendations going forward
• How common misunderstandings about suicide contribute to preventable in-custody deaths
• Components and policy needs for a suicide prevention program
• Best practices for areas such as inmate reception, screening and classification that can reduce
suicide risk
Presented by:

Mark Chamberlain
Training Coordinator, Lexipol
Former Chief Deputy of Corrections
Garland County (AR) Sheriff’s Office

Brad Hompe
Corrections Complaint Examiner/Investigator
Wisconsin Department of Corrections
Professional Services Representative, Lexipol
National Corrections Consultant

Register today!
The webinar will be held Tuesday, Nov. 13 at 1 pm ET/10 am PT. Registration is free.
Can't make it? Register anyway and we'll send you a recording after the event.
Questions? Contact us.
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Police Law Institute
Monthly Legal Update

Agency
Addison Police Department
Arlington Heights Police Department
Barrington Police Department
Bartlett Police Department
Berkeley Police Department
Bloomingdale Police Department
Brookfield Police Department
Burr Ridge Police Department
Carol Stream Police Department
Cary Police Department
Clarendon Hills Police Department
Countryside Police Department
Crete Police Department
Crystal Lake Police Department
Darien Police Department
East Hazel Crest Police Department
Flossmoor Police Department
Glencoe Department of Public Safety
Hanover Park Police Department
Hazel Crest Police Department
Hillside Police Department
Hinsdale Police Department
Homewood Police Department
Indian Head Park Police Department
Kenilworth Police Department
LaGrange Park Police Department
LaGrange Police Department
Lake Bluff Police Department
Lake Forest Police Department
Lake in the Hills Police Department
Lake Zurich Police Department
Lemont Police Department
Libertyville Police Department
Lincolnwood Police Department
Lisle Police Department
Morton Grove Police Department
Mount Prospect Police Department
Mundelein Police Department
Northbrook Police Department
Northfield Police Department
Oak Brook Police Department
Olympia Fields Police Department
Palos Heights Police Department
Palos Park Police Department
Park Forest Police Department
Richton Park Police Department
River Forest Police Department
Riverside Police Department
Rolling Meadows Police Department
Roselle Police Department
Stickney Police Department
Sugar Grove Police Department
Tinley Park Police Department
Villa Park Police Department
West Chicago Police Department
West Dundee Police Department
Westchester Police Department
Western Springs Police Department
Westmont Police Department
Willowbrook Police Department
Wilmette Police Department
Winfield Police Department
Woodridge Police Department

# of
Users
67
109
23
56
20
45
31
27
68
27
14
24
24
64
34
18
13
35
59
33
24
24
37
19
13
21
30
15
40
39
32
28
38
33
37
45
78
52
65
19
39
18
24
34
41
27
28
18
48
34
16
20
75
48
44
19
29
20
36
25
44
16
48

Completion by Agency thru Q3 2018
1st Quarter 2018
2nd Quarter 2018
3rd Quarter 2017
Average
Average
Average
Number Number
Number Number
Number Number
of
of
of
of
of
of
Lessons Lessons
Lessons Lessons
Lessons Lessons
Taken
per User
Taken
per User
Taken
per User
192
2.87
195
2.91
194
2.9
292
2.68
303
2.78
279
2.56
52
2.26
89
3.87
58
2.52
211
3.77
148
2.64
151
2.7
74
3.7
50
2.5
57
2.85
50
1.11
51
1.13
56
1.24
84
2.71
78
2.52
80
2.58
74
2.74
78
2.89
69
2.56
109
1.6
116
1.71
263
3.87
72
2.67
61
2.26
71
2.63
30
2.14
23
1.64
31
2.21
58
2.42
61
2.54
56
2.33
67
2.79
65
2.71
86
3.58
159
2.48
169
2.64
177
2.77
90
2.65
81
2.38
67
1.97
40
2.22
27
1.5
46
2.56
56
4.31
52
2.6
60
3
99
2.83
97
2.77
96
2.74
201
3.41
161
2.73
154
2.61
65
1.97
62
1.88
60
1.82
62
2.58
52
2.17
82
3.42
48
2
82
3.42
58
2.42
121
3.27
100
2.7
92
2.49
30
1.58
64
3.37
36
1.89
15
1.15
23
1.77
14
1.08
63
3
59
2.81
64
3.05
68
2.27
47
1.57
75
2.5
15
1
45
3
39
2.6
0
0
0
0
0
0
102
2.62
93
2.38
104
2.67
95
2.97
86
2.69
100
3.13
89
3.18
83
2.96
83
2.96
94
2.47
130
3.25
124
3.1
52
1.58
72
2.18
53
1.61
93
2.51
109
2.95
110
2.97
117
2.6
127
2.82
122
2.71
260
3.33
230
2.95
235
3.01
148
2.85
162
3.12
148
2.85
193
2.97
179
2.75
167
2.57
55
2.89
52
2.74
50
2.63
132
3.38
117
3
124
3.18
40
2.22
46
2.56
35
1.94
70
2.92
58
2.42
73
3.04
76
2.24
75
2.21
76
2.24
109
2.66
95
2.32
134
3.27
86
3.19
94
3.48
93
3.44
87
3.11
60
2.14
54
1.93
59
3.28
44
2.44
72
4
93
1.94
106
2.21
141
2.94
86
2.53
88
2.59
85
2.5
43
2.69
46
2.88
39
2.44
57
2.85
53
2.65
53
2.65
196
2.61
202
2.69
209
2.79
113
2.35
98
2.04
93
1.94
109
2.48
118
2.68
127
2.89
81
4.26
57
3
58
3.05
84
2.9
73
2.52
87
3
37
1.85
54
2.7
53
2.65
105
2.92
105
2.92
103
2.86
61
2.44
62
2.48
66
2.64
132
3
99
2.25
103
2.34
44
2.75
40
2.5
29
1.81
23
133
2.77
131
2.73
156
3.25

4th Quarter 2018
Average
Number Number
of
of
Lessons Lessons
Taken
per User
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

% of Officers
Completing
Lessons
96%
89%
96%
101%
101%
39%
87%
91%
80%
84%
67%
81%
101%
88%
78%
70%
144%
93%
97%
63%
91%
87%
94%
76%
44%
98%
70%
73%
0%
85%
98%
101%
102%
60%
94%
90%
103%
98%
92%
92%
106%
75%
93%
74%
92%
112%
80%
108%
79%
85%
89%
91%
90%
70%
89%
115%
93%
80%
97%
84%
84%
78%
97%
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COUNTERING THE CRITICS

Responses to common arguments about police use of deadly force
July 2018

By Chief (Ret.) Michael Ranalli
Editor’s note: This article originally appeared in The Chief’s Chronicle; New York State
Association of Chiefs of Police. Reprinted with permission.
Few incidents inflame a community more than a police use of force incident that, on the
surface, appears unjustified. In the rush to judgment that often happens after such incidents,
law enforcement leaders face a deluge of criticism over department policies and officer actions.
In some cases, the outcry becomes loud enough to trigger proposed changes in the laws
governing police use of deadly force, as with the recent introduction of California AB 931.(1)
Following are some of the arguments critics of the Graham v. Connor “objective
reasonableness” standard use and talking points to consider in response.
Focusing only on the point of time of the use of deadly force ignores the officer’s actions prior
to the use of force. The officer may have created a situation where force became necessary or
at least appeared necessary.
This begs the question: What does “created a situation” mean? How far back in the incident will
this apply? Any time an officer intervenes to stop potentially criminal activity, they can create a
situation that may lead to the need for use of force. And yet we rely on them to intervene.
In fact, the Supreme Court of the United States recently addressed this exact argument when it
shot down the 9th Circuit’s “provocation rule” in County of Los Angeles v. Mendez.(2) The
provocation rule held that an officer’s reasonable and lawful use of force is unreasonable as a
matter of law if the officer intentionally or recklessly provoked a violent response and that
provocation is an independent constitutional violation. In striking down the provocation rule, the
Supreme Court recognized the rule’s inherent conflict with the Graham standard and further
recognized the problems such a rule would create:
First, the rule includes a vague causal standard. It applies when a prior constitutional
violation “created a situation which led to” the use of force. The rule does not
incorporate the familiar proximate cause standard. Indeed, it is not clear what causal
standard is being applied. Second, while the reasonableness of a search or seizure is
almost always based on objective factors, see Whren v. United States, 517 U. S. 806,
814 (1996), the provocation rule looks to the subjective intent of the officers who
carried out the seizure.
Let’s look at a hypothetical but predictable situation. Officers respond to a 911 call for a violent
domestic at a residence. Upon arrival, the officers hear noise inside, but no one answers the
door. The officers decide they need to enter based upon the emergency aid doctrine exception
to the warrant requirement.
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Upon entry, the officers see that a male has severely assaulted a female. The male becomes
outraged that officers are in his house. He picks up a fireplace poker, refuses all commands to
drop it and charges the officers, who fire their service weapons at him in defense.
The officers’ use of force would arguably be objectively reasonable, precluding a successful
Fourth Amendment excessive force claim. But now the question becomes, did the officers
create the situation and should they now be civilly and/or criminally liable? What if a court
subsequently determines that at the time of the entry, the officers did not have enough facts to
satisfy the emergency aid doctrine and their entry was illegal? Does that now cement the
officers’ fate under a provocation or other “created a situation” rule?
Advocates for the provocation rule would likely protest, “That is not what we meant—the officers
may have saved the female’s life by their actions! Besides, the suspect was violating the law!”
The reality is that many of the persons shot by officers in high-profile cases were violating the
law, but this gets overlooked—or just accepted—by the media and the public. Where do you draw
the line—what criminal behavior is acceptable and what is not? Myriad questions would arise,
leading to potentially crippling confusion and indecision on the part of police officers. This is
what can happen when you change the rules based upon the results of a small number of cases
that admittedly have questionable underlying facts.
The Graham standard works and results in the proper outcome in the majority of cases involving
the use of force. Many of those cases do not wind up in court because the rules worked, and the
officers acted reasonably. Or they are brought but the courts apply the proper standard and find
the officers’ actions to be reasonable. As the 7th Circuit Court of Appeals once ruled, “Like the
district judge, we think that Douglas should have thanked rather than sued the officers.”(3)
We should focus on the reasonableness of an officer’s actions, not the reasonableness of their
beliefs. The latter makes it too easy for them to say they believed their life was in danger.
This is a topic I have discussed in previous articles and the core of this argument completely
ignores the realities of human performance factors. Focusing on the reasonableness of an
officer’s actions will bring the full brunt of hindsight bias upon officers.
As a society, we openly accept the need for multiple officials and instant replay in nearly every
professional sport. Having multiple angles and being able to review a play in slow motion and as
many times as needed is a good system to make sure the officials get the call right. But why is
such a system necessary in the first place? Because human attention is limited even under ideal
situations and can be even further hindered by stress and environmental factors such as
lighting and weather.
But wait, the police can take a life—how can you possibly compare that to sports? To determine
the root causational factors of a problem you cannot just focus on the result, but instead must
focus on the process—what the problem is and where it occurred. Both sports officials and
police officers possess and are subject to the same limitations of human attention and
perception, and therefore the analysis of the process is similar. For police officers, we also need
to consider that a person can generally act faster than an officer can react, which can lead to
time compression of the decision-making process.
While the results in the two situations are clearly disproportionate in impact, the causational
factors are the same. To subject officers to criminal and/or civil liability for being wrong, even
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though their beliefs were reasonable, is to ignore the root causational factors and punish
officers for being placed in dangerous and rapidly unfolding situations.
Officers in many use of force cases that go to trial or cause big media headlines are not
criminally prosecuted, but they are fired. Those who are prosecuted are rarely convicted, but
they may also be fired. Doesn’t that show our legal use of force standards are out of line with
the expectations we place on officers?
To effectively respond to this argument, it is necessary to set forth some basic premises of
policing and liability—criminal and civil. Officers are subject to liability in three areas:
1. Criminal, which typically requires the highest level of culpability
2. Civil, which has different standards, rules and venues (federal and state) depending
upon the type and nature of a claim
3. Administrative, which at the department level could lead to various degrees of discipline,
including termination.
A use of force incident review may trigger liability in all three areas, two areas, one or even none.
All have their own standards of review.
The next concept that must be understood is that police policy is typically very comprehensive
and separated by topic. A use of force policy essentially covers a moment in time in an incident.
During that moment, everything the officer is aware of and/or reasonably believes is taken into
consideration in determining whether the use of force itself was reasonable.
Pre-force actions, however, may be covered by different types of policies. Let’s say an officer
races into a house with a lone suicidal subject inside, and that subject charges at the officer
with a knife, resulting in the officer shooting him. This will probably be determined a reasonable
use of force under the Fourth Amendment since the officer was under immediate risk of serious
physical injury or death. Under New York law, the officer has the benefit of Article 35 to shield
him/her from criminal prosecution. But, the officer may have violated another policy, such as the
Crisis Intervention Policy, during the pre-force actions. This could lead to administrative
punishment, which can include termination.
This is exactly what has happened in some recent high-profile use of force cases. There are
layers of redress for citizens harmed by police actions, and the terminations of officers in such
cases is an indication the system is doing what it is supposed to do. Such cases may also result
in civil settlements or judgments, but for constitutional violations or state tort claims on issues
separate from the use of force claim.
When officers are charged and are acquitted at trial, it may be because the jury is privy to what
the general public is not—the actual facts. Expert testimony can put an officer’s perceptions in
proper perspective for the jurors and the jurors themselves can judge the credibility of the
witnesses and the evidence.
Our use of force standards are not out of whack, they are just part of a multilayered system to
address the complexities of police-citizen encounters.
Officers should be required to use de-escalation measures prior to using force.
De-escalation techniques should absolutely be used, but only when they are possible. Many
critics of police use of force assume all situations can be successfully de-escalated by officers.
This is not true. A person who is in a severe emotional crisis or in what appears to be a state of
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“excited delirium” may not be able to comprehend or even hear any attempts at de-escalation,
which is premised on the ability to communicate with a person. It is particularly applicable to
persons in crisis situations with limited risk.
De-escalation involves effectively communicating with a person in situations where crisis
communications are appropriate. Conflict communication, however, is more appropriate for
dealing with criminal suspects who choose to refuse to cooperate with police officers. While
beyond the scope of this article, the reality is the techniques used in each situation may be
significantly different. Effective communications are critical regardless of crisis or conflict, but
it is important to understand that in some situations the person will not listen or cooperate with
officers no matter what they do or say. The police can only try, they cannot make the person
comply.
For more on when de-escalation tactics are appropriate and when not, check out this ondemand webinar: https://info.lexipol.com/webinar-deescalation-FSI
It’s easy to understand the dismay and even anger of members of the public who watch bodycam video of an officer involved shooting that, with the benefit of hindsight, was not exactly the
way the officer perceived the situation. But this dismay and anger are hardly the basis for
changing the established standards governing police use of force. Such feelings are borne out
of a limited understanding of the law, the realities of policing and human performance factors.
The correct response to public outcry following a use of force incident is to conduct a thorough
and transparent investigation—not to rush to change laws or policies rooted in foundational
legal and policing concepts. Police agencies must use the results of these investigations to
continuously improve their policies and training.
MIKE RANALLI, ESQ., is a Program Manager II for Lexipol. He retired in
2016 after 10 years as chief of the Glenville (N.Y.) Police Department.
He began his career in 1984 with the Colonie (N.Y.) Police Department
and held the ranks of patrol officer, sergeant, detective sergeant and
lieutenant. Mike is also an attorney and is a frequent presenter on
various legal issues including search and seizure, use of force, legal
aspects of interrogations and confessions, wrongful convictions, and
civil liability. He is a consultant and instructor on police legal issues to
the New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services, and has
taught officers around New York State for the last 11 years in that
capacity. Mike is also a past president of the New York State
Association of Chiefs of Police, a member of the IACP Professional Standards, Image & Ethics
Committee, and the former Chairman of the New York State Police Law Enforcement
Accreditation Council. He is a graduate of the 2009 F.B.I.-Mid-Atlantic Law Enforcement
Executive Development Seminar and is a Certified Force Science Analyst.
References
1. The proposed legislation is comprehensive and would eliminate the current federal
standard of objective reasonableness. Under the proposed legislation the use of deadly
physical force must be “necessary” and would not be justified if the officer(s), through
“gross negligence,” “substantially contributed to making [the force] necessary.” In other
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words, if the officer is wrong in his or her perception of the events, the force used would
not, with the benefit of hindsight, have been necessary.
2. 581 U.S. ___ , 137 S.Ct. 1539 (2017)
3. Bell v. Irwin, 321 F.3d 637 (2003); Douglas was intoxicated, armed with multiple knives,
threatened to kill any officer that came in the house and then would kill himself, opened
the door and threatened to blow up the home with the propane tanks next to the house.
He started moving toward the tanks and the officers fired bean bag rounds at him,
causing injuries to his head.
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Avoiding Ambush—Survival and
Success on the Street

Photo courtesy of Alan Kulovitz

By Jeff Chudwin—ITOA President

This article is dedicated to the many
fine officers who have offered their
experiences and insights regarding the
ambush attacks against which they not
only survived but prevailed. It is vitally
important to learn from their words
and take these lessons to heart; to train
and practice immediate and effective
response. None of us is tough enough
or will live long enough to learn it all

the hard way.
The issue of ambush directed
at police officers must always be a
consideration in our training and
field response. By numbers of police
contacts, ambush attacks are few
and far between but so are gunfights.
No one would suggest we should
stop firearms training because of the
statistically rare gunfight or shooting
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event. As FBI S.A. John Hall (ret.) wrote
when he oversaw the Firearms Training
unit, we do not train only for those
frequent low impact events but for
those statistically rare events that have
such critical consequences that we
must be trained and ready. If we only
went by the numbers, officers would
leave their handgun in their lockers.
So back to reality, it is a dangerous
world and policing is about interacting
with the unknown under difficult
conditions. Included in the mix of
human interaction will be those
who given the chance will do you
harm. Who is who and how can we
know? Most often we cannot know
an individual’s intentions until we
encounter them. How and where we
make that encounter is key.
Awareness and caution are
fundamental elements of officer
safety, especially in dangerous places
and times. Officers writing reports,
sitting inside their squad car with no
recognition of who is approaching are
at the highest risk of surprise. How often
have you been approached by a citizen
needing directions that you never saw
coming? A knock on your window and
you about launch out of your seat. And
they meant no harm.
Simply put, you must first see
them coming. You need to act in
response to that recognition in a
timely and effective manner.
Yet reality is that not all danger can
be seen first or avoided. To have the best
chance of winning against a surprise
attack, we must be unpredictable in
our response and capable of immediate
and decisive action.
Whether you agree with the
offered opinions or what is written is
not the issue; the question to answer
is; what you have done to think about
ITOA News—Volume 30 Issue 2
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by grabbing the edge of the door. The offender rushed him
and slammed closed the drive’s door onto his gunhand,
crushing his fingers and locking them into the door frame.
Pinned in place, the Deputy fought back with his left hand,
his feet, his teeth and as the offender tried to disarm him.
The Deputy grabbed a pistol magazine from his belt and
thrust it into the attacker’s eye socket. Blinded in that eye,
the offender broke away and ran. Fast action saved the
Deputy’s life.
When we fall into routine, the next time the offender
who has not been “dangerous” may be waiting behind
the door or around the corner with a knife, gun, or can of
gasoline.
We know and recognize the danger and often disregard
it. On alarm calls, officers continue to park in front of the
bank, house or business. Nothing to worry about, until you
are ambushed.
A fine police officer and a friend, Crest Hill IL P.D. Sgt.
Tim Simenson was murdered when he opened the trunk of an
arrested armed robbers' vehicle. The second offender, unseen
and unknown was hiding in the trunk and shot Tim in the face
as he opened the trunk lid to look for proceeds.
- http://www.odmp.org/officer/715-sergeant-timothy-alansimenson.
Ambush by its very nature depends on surprise.
Every officer should study Col. Boyd’s OODA Cycle/
Loop concepts. Simply put, when you can get ahead of
your opponent’s actions by forcing him to respond to your
actions, you are winning the fight of time and space. When
he must respond to you, his planning has failed. Ambush
is an example of getting inside your opponent’s OODA
Loop or him getting inside of yours. That said, training to
immediately recognize the attack and avoid, deflect, or
counter the attacker can then gain you the advantage and
reverse the momentum. Observe, Orient, Decide, and Act
is the premise of Boyd’s writing and these steps in the cycle
take time. Time is the core element of the fight and we can
win by adopting Col. Boyd’s teachings.
- http://realfighting.com/the_ooda_cycle.php.

and then prepare for an ambush directed against YOU.
Here are some thoughts and ideas for your
consideration; much more can be said.
Events:
During a use of force class, a police supervisor told me
about an incident he was involved in as a younger patrol
officer. He was checking a forest preserve park and about
to lock the entry gate for the night. A single car remained
and was parked on the grass. The vehicle was not supposed
to be there and the officer called out on his PA for the
driver to move. The driver of the auto took a long circular
path and drove up behind the officer’s squad car and then
crashed into him at slow speed. What would most officers
have done? This Officer said he knew that he had to move,
and instead of jumping out to confront the driver, he drove
forward and made a sweeping circle away. As it was getting
dark, he saw the driver/offender raise a revolver and begin
shooting at him. It was an ambush planned by the shooter
to draw the officer close and the shooter expected the
officer to walk into it. As it did not happen as he planned,
the offender opened fire and gave away his element of
surprise. The officer told me he made a fast plan to reverse
the inertia of the attack and stopped his car and jumped
out into the shadows. He observed the offender get out of
his car, rush over and point his revolver into the interior of
the now empty squad car. The officer told me he silently
approached out of the shadows behind the gunman. With
his pistol raised towards the back of the attacker’s head,
he made his presence known. He said the offender slowly
turned his head and then stuck the muzzle of his revolver
under his chin and committed suicide.
The offender was counting on the shock value and
surprise of hitting the squad car to draw out the officer and
murder him. He ran into an officer who responded not by
emotion but by consideration and thoughtful action. He
told me it saved his life and that he had planned for such
events in his mind many times. Not that he expected this
bizarre event, but the key point is that facing an irrational
act he did not feed into it by angrily jumping out and doing
what the attacker expected.
In this action, there are many lessons to consider.
Human nature works against us. We are impatient,
emotion driven, and too easily caught up in routine and
complacency. Routine and Complacency are deadly
adversaries, laying us open to all other hazards.
We take the position that we have gone to the same
alarm, same location, same offender over and over. There
was no danger in the past so it will not be dangerous today.
Not dangerous …add the word YET.
A Texas Deputy told me of his life and death fight with
a long time domestic offender who had not been previously
dangerous so he did not wait for back up. As the Deputy
exited his SUV, he slipped and reached up to steady himself

To reduce the likelihood of being taken by surprise and
the deadly consequences of violent ambush, we need to be
alert, aware, trained to respond, and continually practice
our response(s) both mentally and physically. A key practice
involves mental visualization. It is a very powerful tool
used throughout professional sports. Imagine the situation
and visualize your successful response. You are training at
a conscious and subconscious level to recognize a variety
of patterns. Pattern recognition becomes part of your mental
programming so that when faced with a threat, you have
seen it before in your mental rehearsals and visualizations.
You are instantly alerted by the offender’s speech, body
language and overall conduct. You can identify human
actions that indicate danger as taught by Patrick VanHorne
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moment of attack and where the attacker anticipates you
will move. The only effective survival response is violent,
aggressive assault on the attacker with as much suppressive
fire as you can lay down. It certainly doesn't always work
that way (especially in a mountain jungle environment),
but that was the training.
The only 100% survival mechanism that I can think of in
either case is that the officer must remain tactically aware of
the evolving situation and retain the ability to make sound
decisions under extreme stress. Dave Grossman covers this
in his training about as well as it can be covered.
I learned security concepts then that have served me
very well through the years. One was “Target Hardening”.
In those discussions, the focus was on physical security,
but the same concept applies to counter-ambush tactics.
Left of Bang has the same focus—be a hard target.
Situational awareness is always crucial and never more so
than in today’s world. An alert officer when approaching
any situation will benefit from the risk methodologies
which cause us to “think like the attacker”. If you were
going to set up an ambush, where would you initiate
from? Be aware and have a plan. A response plan for any
anticipated immediate future situation is analogous to a
baseball outfielder who always knows where he will throw
the ball given the conditions on the field. He is watching,
waiting, preparing, and has trained his responses ten
thousand times.
What is necessary for an ambush to be successful? As
you point out, surprise—the officer can’t see it coming. A
truly alert officer can reduce the surprise factor. Any officer
who is lulled into complacency by routine is at risk.
Always, move to gain and maintain tactical advantage.
Static training in a lane with firearm safety rules in full force
only teaches basic firearm awareness. Without movement,
obstacles, stress, etc. the training is not for the battle.
Realism in training can be painful and stressful, but remove
the stress and you’ve removed the value. Certainly, skill
builder short courses can teach shooting while wounded,
reloads, etc., but force-on-force and high stress training—
whether provided by the department or obtained privately
is vital. It may take money out of your pocket to obtain
superior training, but the wise officer realizes that his or
her family matters and NO ONE else is responsible for
your safety more so than you are.”
As Rich points out, there is a difference in ambush
response training. The concept of suppressive fire as a military
tactic does not translate into the civilian law enforcement
response. We can however direct gunfire at a location where
the offender is known or reasonably believed to be located.
We are responsible for rounds fired and do not have “free
fire zones”. With that caveat, a fierce counter attack should
be taught to stop the momentum of the attacker(s) and move
out of a purely defensive mode. When under direct attack,
we will not win by defense only.

and Jason Riley in their excellent book “Left of Bang” and
follow through using your preplanning and training. This is
not complicated. An example is the matador and the bull.
The matador is able avoid being gored or crushed by use
of his cape and moving quickly off the line of the bull’s
charge. The matador is the conductor of the action. While
he knows the bull is the danger, where the bull is located,
and recognizes when it is about to charge; his success in
evading the charge comes from his mental and physical
training and preparation. Using the above concepts, officers
on the street can learn to see, identify, and move away from
the proverbial bull. At the same time, tasking action to defeat
the threat. Each officer can become the matador.
WHAT YOU TRAIN TO DO: Illinois Tactical Officers
Association Conference presenters have warned us
about making the correct choice of tactics. Henk Iverson
challenges us with these words, “would you truly do that
in the fight”. If not, stop training it. He explains that “You
can get really good at something that will get you killed”.
How does a new officer even understand what to do in
a life or death incident and more so what to avoid? By
seeking out information from web sites like Law Officer
and other credible sources of information. For the physical
hands on learning, attend training offered through your
state POST/Police Training Board, state tactical officers
association such at the ITOA, the National Tactical Officers
Association, the FBI, and reputable industry trainers.
As the ancient proverb states, “when the student is
ready, the teacher will be there”.
Paul Howe of CSAT questions us as to how many are
living the fantasy of the fight? Meaning we train for things
that simply will not work and are not reality based. Too
much training is just to put a piece of paper in a file.
Both Henk and Paul have been through the hard times
and speak from vast experience.
- http://www.henkiversontraining.com/
- http://www.combatshootingandtactics.com/
- http://www.combatshootingandtactics.com/published/Push_
or_Hold_8July09.pdf.
Former ITOA Board member Dep. Chief Rich Ryan
(ret.) served as a Marine rifleman in Viet Nam. Rich traveled
the world as a security specialist for one of the largest
Fortune 500 companies and studied threat recognition and
response, He commented as follows on military ambush
response v. civilian law enforcement.
“Ambushes take many forms, but I think it may help
the discussion if we understand some differences between
military preparation for ambushes and those likely to be
encountered by a civilian LE officer. It's been many years
since I trooped and trained in Marine rifle companies, but
the necessary assumption in that arena is that the attacker
has also trained and knows how to set up an ambush. In
that scenario, the "kill zone" includes where you are at the
12
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Some Considerations;
FREQUENCY V. QUANTITY: We cannot eat a years’
worth of food in one meal any more than one day of
firearms or defensive tactics training prepares us for a life
and death fight. It is doing something of value in training
daily that makes the difference.
WHAT TO DO: Commit to a daily effort that includes
reading Left of Bang and the listed resource. With Kindle and
I-Pads, electronic media at hand when you have those extra
minutes. Physical fitness is the foundation of capability in the
fight and a fit officer looks ready. As Coach Tony Blauer states,
“you can’t fake endurance”. Table top different scenarios
with your patrol partners and ask the “what if” questions.
Draw your response on a white board and require each
other to explain the legal issues as to use of force in the given
situation, the method of approach to the scene, identification
of the danger or kill zone and how to avoid it and keep other
officers out, and what you might do on scene. Is there an
immediate threat to life requiring immediate action or do
you have time to contain, plan, and coordinate? You will find
many unanswered questions but if they are not asked and
answered truthfully, the next time you see the question will
be in real time where life is at risk. Remember, the learn as
you go model is a poor one indeed.
LAW AND POLICY: Know the legal and department
policy issues that frame our use of force and arrest
procedures and tactics. The United States Supreme Court
laid out the reasonableness standard in Graham v. Connor
(1989). Three points must be considered as an officer
responds to a call:

attacking. Human predators will do the same but instead
of a physical bump it can be a psychological one. The preattack is a look over, a decision-making moment as the
officer is being appraised with one thought, “can I take
him/her”?
An FBI study related to officers murdered in the line
of duty detailed how one offender decided not to attack
on officer because his uniform and gear was squared away
and he was carrying a large revolver with rubber grips. The
murderer bypassed this potential victim officer because
he said it looked like the officer was carrying a “magnum
revolver” and looked squared away. The officer never
knew he had been “bumped”. How many times has this
happened that cannot be known or quantified?
Readiness is not only what gear you carry but how
carry yourself.
USE COMMUNUICATION EFFECTIVELY: If you
know that you are heading into danger; try to get the best
information BEFORE searching for or advancing against
armed offenders. Know who your back up is and where
they are located. If you are calling in assistance, advise the
route(s) to avoid. In a violent emergency event, the radio
can be useless due to multiple users. Clear the air for those
who need it most.
Even linking up with assisting uniformed Officers can
be difficult and dangerous and far worse for plain clothes
officers. A badge or star worn on the belt is likely not going
to be seen and you will be seen as “the man with the gun”.
Carry/Wear large external ID that clearly shows POLICE
such as the DSM Safety Banner and rifle sling cover.
- http://www.dsmsafety.com/

1. The severity of the crime at issue.
2. Whether there is an immediate threat to the officer or
others
3. Whether the offender is attempting to defeat your arrest
by resistance or escape.
In an ambush, the attempted crime is murder, the threat
is one of death or great bodily harm and it is happening now,
and the offender is by the nature of the crime attempting to
defeat your arrest.
What does your policy offer as to guidance? There are
those who argue for policy that prohibits the use of force
against a driver of a vehicle if it is ONLY the vehicle being
used as a weapon. They must have failed to read about the
series of recent vehicle attacks in the US and overseas. But
again, does your policy allow shooting at or from a moving
vehicle where there is an immediate threat to life? If not,
move to make the change.
APPEARANCE: Remember the words of noted trainer
Clint Smith, “If you look like food you will get eaten”.
Do you present a squared away appearance, is your gear
maintained, do you look ready? Lt. Col. Dave Grossman
describes how a white shark will bump its prey before

AVOID: the kill zone and creating cross fire or 'Blue on
Blue" fire. Beware of being drawn into an ambush. If it does
not look right, slow down, appraise, hold position or move in
another direction; remember the Forest Preserve Incident.
Do not form a circle around the offender or vehicle, as
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Let your eyes adjust to the dark if you have the time, so
make the time. Use flashlights properly and do not light
up yourself or your partners. Do not put light in their eyes
destroying their night vision.
As noise gives away the offender, it works the same for
officers. Make sure to quiet your gear that you carry. Use
a key holder on your belt to prevent the rattling of loose
keys, and check all other items by jumping up and down
a few times.
SLOW DOWN: the saying that "Fools rush in where
Angels fear to tread" applies to us all. Speed kills in a
number of ways. We can create danger or force an offender
into action by rushing in. As Paul Howe trains, “know when
to push and know when to hold”. Do not rush into the
muzzle of a gun or towards the point of a blade heedlessly
and without a plan. A police uniform does not make you
stronger, smarter, or faster. It does make you a visible target.
One more time: slow down.
STABILIZE: Get control of yourself, adrenaline is a
very powerful chemical that drives us into unreasoning
actions. Get control of other Officers responding to assist.
The saying I remember best and lived a number of times is:
When you ask for help, the good news is you get it, When
you ask for help, the bad news is...you get it.
Many Officers rush to the scene, with no command
and control, they all are doing what they think best. They
get to go to some other town, drive fast, and not have to
write paper; a good day...except if you are in command
and require coordination.
Where life is not at immediate risk, such as an active
shooter/threat situation and immediate rapid deployment
is not in play, SLOW DOWN.
Get control of the scene. Set your perimeter. Identify
your Officer/unit locations. Team/Buddy Up where possible.
Buddy-Up plain clothes officers with uniformed officers.
DO NOT leave your partner. When you break apart, bad
things can and have happened.
BREATH: Break out of tunnel vision. Clear your mind and
senses by using a breathing technique we learned from Lt. Col.
Dave Grossman and Bruce Siddle. It is called Combat Breathing
and done as follows; breath in through the nose and hold for
three seconds, press out on the gut before releasing the breath
for three seconds, release the breath out through the mouth
for three seconds and repeat. This clears your mind and brings
conscious thinking back into play. In a recent discussion panel
at the LEETA 2017 Conference, a St. Louis officer described
the ambush attack he faced in the early am hours as he was
working a secondary security job. He saw the attackers on
foot and although suspicious, he said he did not peg them as
a threat. They left the area and then returned in a vehicle. As
the attackers drove up to his parked vehicle, one jumped out
and onto the hood of his car and started shooting down at him
through he windshield. Simultaneously, the officer drew his
pistol and fired back. Moments before, he grabbed the vest that

this becomes what we call a “circular ambush” created by
ourselves. Do not put him / them into a linear “gauntlet”.
As they drive or run down the line, we are firing from
either side into each other. Train to put the offender at a
disadvantage using the concept of the “L” formation. This
allows clear line of sight and line of fire. The “L” is where
officers position themselves at the ends of the L with the
offender in bend or 90-degree position. The offender cannot
focus on and target both officers at the same time. Officers
are spread apart and at different distances achieving contact
and cover points. Avoid standing close together where an
immediate attack puts all officers in the line of fire and
puts officers in each other’s line of return fire. Test this
out with your partners. It is a simple exercise. One of you
plays the offender, and two or more of you stand in various
locations. Ask the “offender” what he can and cannot see,
what he can and cannot immediately target. Switch roles
so every officer sees and experiences the issues from both
perspectives. Where there is more than one officer, make
certain to have at least one officer providing rear cover and
checking for threats that include other offenders, oncoming
vehicles, or dangerous animals. Check your 6 is the saying;
make it happen.
NOTE: ALL safety measures are in place in any training.
NO live fire firearms or ammunition should be in the
scenario. Do not “train” on midnights in the parking lot.
Discussion is always needed but when hands on training is
in place, always follow the safety rules and train in an area
or location set up for it.
OBSERVE: 360 degrees, do not just look but SEE. No
one trains this better than Derrick Bartlett of Snipercraft,
Inc. His class, Tactical Vision is one of the most important
I have attended. He explains and demonstrates why we
fail to see what is happening around us. More importantly,
he teaches how to visually identify critical inputs at high
speed and then act on that information. The brain takes
in most of the information we need through our eyes. As
Darrick teaches, there is a means to see better and faster
that greatly enhances our defensive abilities.
- http://www.snipercraft.org/courses2.html
We can see at close distance but if you also carry
binoculars in your car on the seat next to you, you can
see ahead and standoff distance is protection. Do not drive
into the erupting violence. Night vision is huge advantage
at night and in low light and is less expensive in the older
versions. Hold your distance and where feasible come in
on foot. You can hear very little of outside conditions from
in a car and you are an obvious target entering by use of
your vehicle.
WHAT GIVES US AND THEM AWAY: light, sound, and
movement. During different times of the day, each one has
different effect. Light and sound at night, movement more
so in the day. Know this and make your actions accordingly.
14
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Ofc. Schonely to come to your region and do his Perimeter
and Containment class; it is essential information. His book
Apprehending Fleeing Suspects is another must read.
- www.Officertactics.com

he had placed on the seat next to him; that he had not put on
until he said that “God spoke in his ear and told him to get
ready”. His gut instinct was telling him that things were very
wrong, even when his conscious mind was saying otherwise.
The ambusher jumped down and fled as the officer reloaded
his Beretta model 92. The officer said that he could not see
anything other than a small area in front of his face because he
was so focused on his attacker. He forced himself to breath and
his visual area opened wide, he could see the others driving
away and the shooter running off. The officer was hit just on
the side edge of his vest mid chest. His fast counter attack, his
ability to instantly draw and fire, along with his vest saved life.
- http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/
st-louis-police-sergeant-survives-unexplained-centralwest-end-ambush/article_3ba9ebf6-a08e-5e53-bcaad6106ef4204a.html
- https://www.killology.com/publications
On Killing, Lt. Col. Dave Grossman,1995
On Combat, Lt. Col. Dave Grossman, PPCT Press, 2004
Sharpening the Warrior’s Edge, Bruce Siddle
- https://www.amazon.com/Sharpening-Warriors-EdgePsychology-Training/dp/0964920506/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF
8&qid=1491168086&sr=8-1&keywords=sharpening+the
+warrior%27s+edge

DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE: Not every offender is
an untrained and ineffective opponent. He or SHE may
be highly trained and skilled and most importantly, highly
motivated to murder you and anyone else that attempts to
stop them. Respect the fact that they are willing to fight and
plan/respond accordingly.
THE FIGHT EQUATION: FIND THEM, FIX THEM IN
PLACE, FLANK THEM, DEFEAT THEM. Frontal attacks
are suicidal against a fortified position manned by ready
defenders.
WHEN UNDER ATTACK: MOVE – SHOOT – COMMUNICATE in whatever order is required. These three actions have many facets and apply at different times under
varying circumstances.
•• MOVE, in close quarters, without cover, do not be a
stationary target. As Henk Iverson trains, it is more
important to not get shot by immediately moving off the
line of force than it is to stand still, try to shoot back and
get shot. Movement may include the use of your squad
car and breaking out of the kill zone or driving at the
attacker to defeat his plan. It may be on foot and moving
hard laterally like the matador to avoid the bullet or the
blade. Moving and shooting is an elevated skill set. The
fight is dynamic and most often involves movement by the
officer and offender. Why is it that the majority of police
firearms training I have seen is static range work with
little reality to the actual incidents that have occurred?
Work with experienced and vetted trainers to learn both
the safety protocols and the tactics of the close quarter
fight. Start with unloaded handguns to understand the

HAVE A PLAN: It always changes on contact but planning
requires thinking and that affords consideration of what we
know and what we do not. Where are we, where should we be?
Where is the offender(s) and how are he/they armed? Number
of and description of offender(s) and vehicles, direction, speed,
clothing, weapons, and injuries / where did he/they head?
HAVE AN ALTERNATIVE PLAN: When Plan A fails,
transition to Plan B or C which may be a transition to NIKE’s
and run fast to a better location where you can take cover and
successfully defend yourself.
MURPHY’S LAW: Whatever can go wrong, will go
wrong, and at the worst possible time. Murphy’s Law is NOT
Murphy’s Suggestion. It will happen that whatever your plan,
or piece of gear or other element you are counting on, fails to
work. Carry backup gear and as said, have a backup plan.
DON’T RUSH IN WHERE YOU DO NOT HAVE TO ESTABLISH A PERIMETER: Instead of moving into dark fields,
alleys, or yards where you are subject to unseen attack, set up
a perimeter. Call in K-9 and air support if you have access. Get
it right from the start, as LAPD Ofc.-Senior Pilot Jack Shonely
(ret.) has taught us, make it bigger and shrink if needed as you
cannot easily or effectively go from smaller to larger. Officers
must hold their positions and stay alert. If we rush from one
false sighting to another we are totally ineffective and worse a
danger to ourselves. How often has the offender come out of a
field or yard right into a perimeter unit. Who gets surprised and
possibly ambushed? Offenders will change their appearance
and often wear clothes to discard and simply walk away. Get
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and ready for immediate use. But if you are responding to
a known deadly force threat, deploy your rifle / shotgun
before you arrive. Mount long guns inside your squad car
so you have immediate access. There are a number of rack
designs that I have used including Big Sky and Santa Cruz.
If you must use a trunk or back of vehicle storage system,
stop and retrieve your long gun before you arrive at the
scene. You may encounter the offender(s) fleeing the area.
Be ready by being prepared.
CHECK YOUR GEAR /TEST YOUR GEAR BEFORE THE
FIGHT:
Whatever gear you choose, be sure it is clean, working
and functional, easy to access, and replaced or checked on a
monthly basis. Before you move out of your home or station,
check you duty pistol(s) to be sure it is fully loaded with the
proper ammunition; same with any long guns. Keep them
clean and lubricated as a dry and dirty pistol or long gun
is subject to failure. Ammunition should not be repeatedly
chambered and loaded back in the magazine. The bullet can
be pushed back into the casing and fail to feed. Check all
ammo you load to be sure it is in perfect condition.
An article I wrote on this for your consideration:
- https://www.policeone.com/police-products/firearmaccessories/gun-racks/articles/125511-GearCheckWeapons-ammo-inspection-tips-that-can-protect-yourlife/

footwork and the issue of muzzle discipline. Do not draw
your handgun as you are moving sideways and muzzle
the shooter to your left or right. Do not cross step as you
will trip and likely fall. Turn your feet in the direction
you choose and move fast. In extreme close quarters,
arm’s length, you may have to move into the offender.
At greater distance, movement to cover at speed away
from and off line of threat may be the key. Only through
realistic and continued training and practice can you
learn these vital skills.
•• SHOOT: The ability to immediately get your handgun
or long gun into action is critical. Develop your skills
through continued training and proper practice. Train for
accuracy and speed but do not go so fast as to miss. You
may only get one round in a fight and it has to count.
One of the great shooters I competed against said this,
“your first shot has to be your best shot and every shot
has to be your first shot”. There are no throw-aways
or do-overs. Many officers shoot once a year and are
“qualified”. Qualified for what? The next piece of paper
or a real fight? If your agency cannot provide you with
training, find it and pay for it on your own. Ask yourself,
how much is your life worth? The only answer, all that I
have. Work an extra overtime shift or two to buy ammo
and find the instructor on your department or in your
region to show you the way.
•• COMMUNICATE: Train to call for assistance by stating
your location, that you need help, and that you are
under fire or firing. The television version of “shots fired”
that too often is the information shouted into the radio,
does not tell us if the officer has fired and the offender is
down or that the officer is under fire.

MEDICAL: YOU ARE ON YOUR OWN. EMS is not
entering an active gunfight. Defeat the threat and treat
yourself. Otherwise, you might bleed to death under cover
and waiting. ALWAYS carry a tourniquet on your body (not
in your car or go bag that is left behind) and know how to
use it without looking and in the dark. Several companies
such as Rescue Essentials and Tactical Medical Solutions
are making ankle holders that carry a tourniquet, gloves
and other vital items.
- https://www.rescue-essentials.com/rescue-essentialsankle-medical-holster/
- https://www.tacmedsolutions.com/product/tourniquetankle-holster/

If the fight is over, say so. Officers will be driving at
high speed with all the dangers attached to get to you.
In our training we have officers FIRST finish the fight
and then call in a mock radio call. They have not done it
before and it requires training.
GEAR: It only matters if you have it with you. How
much ammo do you need? No one can say. But if you think
you need more, CARRY MORE. Near us, an ambushed
officer exhausted 37 rounds in a 9 minute shoot out. He
shot dry and responding officers passed him a shotgun. You
cannot expect that others will supply you or even get to
you in time. You have to decide what is enough. A single
magazine for your pistol or patrol rifle is not. As a note, I
find plain clothes officers and administrators carrying no
other ammo than that in their pistol or revolver. For street
officers who make use of outside vest carriers, be sure to
have a mag pouch on your gun belt. We continue to see
officers show up to training with their only mags on their
vest carriers. If the vest carrier is stripped off in a fight or
any other reason, you have no extra ammo. Handguns
are carried as defensive close range tools, always on us
16
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is defeated, and behind hard cover or in concealment, keep
scanning while putting on your tourniquet. No need to
look at your injury until the scene is later fully safe and the
cavalry has come. Put the tourniquet high on your arm or
leg, and twist the windlass until the TQ is tight and painful.
You should be able to do this in less than 15 seconds. Once
the tourniquet is in place, you will not die from that injury.
Most officers will be fully alert and 'in the game' at this
time. Arrange transportation and further medical care at a
tactically-appropriate time. No rush to leave. Do not allow
other officers to risk their lives and possibly die by rushing
to help you. Stay behind hard cover, communicate, and
wait for the situation to be contained. You have 2 or 3 hours
to get to the hospital. Think and act clearly. If a medic or
fellow officer is present, most penetrating trauma injuries
to the arms and legs can be treated with a compression
bandage (OLAES, EB, others), but you won't want to take
the time to figure this out until the gunfight is over and
done. First use your tourniquet as soon as it's safe to do
so. Remember a TQ is painful, but it can save your life and
possibly the lives of your fellow officers who don't need to
rush to save you. Be prepared and survive.

Check out Dr. Andrew Dennis' book; Officer Down
- A Practical Guide to Surviving Injury on the Street.
Doc Dennis is one of our ITOA TEMS Docs and a highly
skilled SWAT Dr. His information can save your life.
Spend time with this training. It is not a fifteen-minute
exercise. Do it under stress on the range and in realistic
simulations. Make it real, so training and action on the
street are twins.

Our ITOA TEMS CoChair Dr. John Wipfler who teaches
and writes extensively on TEMS and helped develop our
self aid/buddy aid classes sends the following;
1. If struck by a knife or bullet or fragments into your
torso (neck, chest, abdomen, pelvis), first finish
the fight, then communicate and get help in rapid
transport to a trauma medical center, providing first
aid along the way. These injuries are life-threatening.
Bring or meet advanced life support providers along
the way if conditions allow. Get appropriate medical
treatment for the key killers... bleeding, tension
pneumothorax, compromised airway and breathing.
Your goal is to get to the ER (emergency department)
and if needed, into the OR (operating room) as soon
as possible.
2. If struck by a knife or bullet or fragments into your
arms or legs, the first response is to finish the fight,
defeat the threat, then seek hard cover. Look for the
criminal who just attacked you and finish the fight…
first. Then look for a 2nd and 3rd criminal maintaining
360 threat awareness. Remember the medical issues
are secondary to your immediate safety, noting that
up to a 30 second delay in treatment is acceptable
for any injury in a high-threat situation.
When you are done shooting and the immediate threat

Tactical Medical Solution SOF®TT-W Tourniquet
- https://www.tacmedsolutions.com/product/sof-tacticaltourniquet-wide-new-buckle/
COVER: Make effective use of cover. Know the
limitations of your vehicle as protection against gunfire.
The ricochet issues and the inability to see the offender
when behind your car needs to be understood.
If you cannot see, you can be flanked. The old training
we received was to retreat to the squad car, use it as cover,
and return fire. In the absence of close cover, that may be
the answer, but do you have a plan to clear your vehicle
and move fast to another position of advantage? If you have
no close vehicle, a large tree, brick or concrete wall can
negate the power and penetration of rifle fire. Have you
trained to shoot from inside and around your car? Read
about the driver—FTO’s response to the March 2013
ambush attack in Middlefield Ohio to understand the value
of being able to draw and fire from inside your squad car.
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INCONVENIENCE: We are always in a rush. Slowing
down, altering our daily routines and routes may take longer
but it is protection against any offender looking to use your
daily habits against you. It may be inconvenient but being
dead is far more so. Make it a game, one that reinforces
good tactics in movement and counter-surveillance.
ATTENTION TO DETAIL: Know who and what is
around you. Pay attention and get out of Condition White
as Col. Cooper called the state of total unawareness to your
surroundings. See danger when it is hiding in plain sight.
Read the book, Left of Bang and learn how to be more
aware of the signs of danger and trouble approaching. Get
a copy for your family members, it applies to everyone.
Example: Brake lights that remain on during a traffic
stop indicate the car is in drive and the driver is preparing…
to do what? Do NOT approach the vehicle. Make distance,
over your PA, order the driver to put the car in park, turn
off the engine, turn on the interior light at night… These
are the Left of Bang warnings written about. Anomalies
or things that do not belong in the moment. Such actions
are often right in front of us and either not recognized or
disregarded.
Ambush video:
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQWrzH-oyA8
March 2013 attack in Texas

Will your holster allow the draw. If it requires that you rock
the pistol backwards before clearing the holster retention
system, you will likely be unable to do so seated deep in
your seat.
Paul Howe wrote about the “myth of cover” around
vehicles. Read:
- http://www.combatshootingandtactics.com/published/
the_myth_of_cover_07.pdf
THE FIGHT IS NOT OVER—UNTIL YOU CONFIRM
IT IS: Is the offender truly out of the fight? Simply being
on the ground is not proof. Dangerous and motivated
murderers have been shot repeatedly and still fought on. It
only has to be another beat of the heart, the flow of blood
to the brain, enough energy for one more shot fired at you.
Even with the primary attacker(s) down, danger is not past
until you have checked your 360 and made a full scan of
the scene and surrounding and made the decision it is safe
for the present time. Other offenders can be hidden, or
arrive with the intent to rescue their confederates or for
revenge. In the Mumbai India terrorist attacks, the key antiterrorism commander and 5 of his men were shot dead as
they arrived and were first spotted by the attackers while
still in their vehicle. Have a set or more of eyes to your
rear and covering your backs. What part does the offender
play in deciding the fight is over? Again from Rich Ryan;
“I read recently that the fight isn't over until the bad guy
decided it's over. In one of Peter Hathaway Capstick's
African hunting books as he discusses the many hunters
who decide the fight was over after a good killing shot, but
the lion, cape buffalo, or elephant, didn't get the message,
with deadly consequences”.
REMAIN READY: The offender will see you and know
you first. Your uniform is identification of your position
and a powerful symbol, but it does not make you stronger,
faster, or better at anything. It does make you a more visible
target.
VIGILANCE: is constantly required, even when you
have had little sleep, are sick, or just bored. The fight comes
to you when you least expect it. Be capable of moving from
recognition of danger to action at high speed. Not just any
action but trained and effective response that you have
prepared for and continue to practice daily.
SAFE AREAS: Our concept of "SAFE HAVEN" may be
wrong. The dept. parking lot or visitor area can be a very
dangerous location. Look at your surroundings from the
view of the attacker. When possible, back your car into a
parking spot, be ready to exit quickly and with good visual
on the areas around you.
You are highest risk when stationary and in restricted
space. Scan first before moving into your vehicle. Running
engines, exhaust seen on cold days, cigarette smoke or
stubs on the ground, air conditioning water runoff beneath
a car can be indicators of persons inside.

Below 100: Every officer, agency wide, should join
effort that was initiated by Law Officer Magazine editors
past and current, Capt. (ret.) Dale Stockton and Major Travis
Yeates. Based on five core tenants of officer safety and
survival, Below 100 focuses on: wear you seat belt, watch
your speed, wear your body armor, WIN—what’s important
now?, and remember—complacency kills. Presented by
some of the finest trainer we have in law enforcement, the
Below 100 program contains critical information to protect
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you are vigilant in keeping the car in drive, you immediately
move off the "X" by hitting the gas and scanning for threats,
calling out what happened on your radio, and assessing what
just happened. Now, you could have been attacked in some
fashion or a rock could have been kicked up by a passing
vehicle and it broke your window- who knows. But because
you maintained your ability to become mobile in an instantbecause you were vigilant and ready, you're off the "X" and
in a position to respond to whatever comes next. Simple. Not
world-shatteringly-tactically-majestic or unicorn-fancy. Just
ready and thinking ahead. This is a simple example of putting
mindset into action.
Responding to the sudden, evil truth of the terrible rush of
violence of being caught in the ambush requires an ever-present
willingness to fight, counter attack, and win. Otherwise, your
"switch" turns on...what exactly? My first thought when the IED
that took off my fingers was about my wife and the fact I had
been maimed. I immediately recognized this as an "intrusive,
distracting thought" because of Lt Col Grossman wrote in his
book "On Killing", and what was first turned on was my "tactical
thought process", i.e, "where are my teammates, is anyone
else hurt, and how are we going to counter the ambush that is
inevitable, any second now....where would I ambush us from?"
Then my mind turned to my weapons and how I was going to
run them with one hand - thank you Henk Iverson for that body
of knowledge, gained through his training. I wasn't watching
all this happen from the outside in, except for imagining the
situation enemy's point of view and trying to get ahead of what
I thought their plan might be. On the contrary, I was 100%
focused on the next few moments, as my full attention became
focused on the ambush I felt sure was about to happen. Combat
is work and priorities. I was finding something to do to help the
situation. As it turned out, my best option at that moment was
to get the hell out of the kill zone and make sure everyone else
in my vehicle was OK. Had we been ambushed by small arms
as I expected, I had formulated a plan and was of the mindset
to put it into action.
An officer asked me about the trials of becoming a Marine
in boot camp and school of infantry, and whether I thought
any of it was really important after being in combat. I took a
moment to consider, because marching around in circles was
pretty comical in hindsight. But what I told him, and as I said
it I realized the truth of it- was that every second of it- every
run, every rep, every round, every time a DI got in my face,
every time I felt the hurt and felt my mind weaken, every time
I failed and pulled myself up again and attacked a problem, a
scenario, or a hardship - mattered. It was the SUM TOTAL of all
the preparation that, when our first ambush happened, allowed
me to act based on the training. The first one was a shock but
after a few times it was no longer a shock, it was the job we
were there to do.... it was shooting, moving, communicating;
what we said we would do, we did, and it worked. Luck played
a role, but it worked. They ambushed us on convoy 4 times
during my 3 months in Iraq”.

officer’s lives. http://below100.org/
Combining all the above, add the following list to
your training:
Think Tactics and constantly be assessing you position.
A moving target is a difficult target. When danger is near:
•• When do I move?
•• Where do I move? (to and from)
•• How do I move?
•• Where am I the most predictable?
•• Where am I the most vulnerable?
STUDY HISTORY: When pursuing or searching for
dangerous offenders, expect that he/they will fight. We have
seen too many examples of ambush of officers in such situations
including the Howard Johnsons’ Hotel sniper incident Dec.
31st 1972 in New Orleans, the
August 1997 Colebrook New Hampshire ambush of
officers in a heavily wooded area, the February 2013 murders
committed by Dorner in southern California, the recent ambush
murders of officer in New York, Dallas, and many others across
the nation. If we fail to study history, we will not learn the
lessons that have been paid for in blood and fire. After reading
about these terrible events, what lessons do you take away?
MINDSET: Last but perhaps the most important, we are
what we make of ourselves. The mental toughness we bring to
any conflict will be the most important element. We must be
personally responsible for acquiring the skills that are so vital.
From former Marine Sgt. R.J. Meehan whom I hired after
he recovered from his wounds;
“The mental "switch" needs to flip in an ambush. Failure to
recognize the reality and immediacy of the situation results in
delay in response, and time is the enemy, because those nanoseconds could be the final moments of your life unless you
do...something. You must have a gun in order to shoot back, but
more importantly you must have the skill, and the will, to USE
what you have trained to counter and interrupt the ambush
technique. And really, that's all an ambush is- technique. The
counters to that technique are military concepts:
•• Gain fire superiority
•• Fix the enemy by establishing a base of fire and enveloping,
or by hasty assault (depends on distances involved)
•• Destroy the enemy’s ability to fight
•• Employ skirmishers,
•• Check ammo, casualties
•• Resupply, get aid to the wounded
•• Extract or continue patrol
Let's say you are sitting in your squad typing your disposition
on your computer after a call. Your focus is down towards your
computer. Your vehicle is in drive and you are standing on the
brake pedal because you're vigilant and ready to move. In the
next instant, your passenger-side window shatters. Because
ITOA News—Volume 30 Issue 2
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R.J’s words are powerful and based on reality. There
is more to write, more to say, and more to do. Each of us
writes our own history. The question will be, what did you
do today to prepare and train for the hard and dangerous
moments? What will you be doing tomorrow?
Commander Ed Mohn, our ITOA Vice President and lead
tactical trainer tells us, "Train hard for the day will come".
Is today your day?
AMBUSH CAN BE AVOIDED OR DEFEATED.
THOSE WHO WIN; FIRST PREPARE TO WIN.
WHAT IS NEW IS OLD: Technology may change,
legal issues are always a vital part of decision making and
continually evolve, but the rules of the fight and the danger
of ambush have been with us since the beginning of
conflict. Look below at the orders of Major Robert Rogers.
These were orders of war where no quarter was asked nor
given. Take from them what we as police officers can best
use, based on the laws and policies we work within.

5. Don't never take a chance you don't have to.
6. When we're on the march we march single file, far
enough apart so one shot can't go through two men.
7. If we strike swamps, or soft ground, we spread out
abreast, so it's hard to track us.
8. When we march, we keep moving till dark, so as to
give the enemy the least possible chance at us.
9. When we camp, half the party stays awake while the
other half sleeps.
10. If we take prisoners, we keep' em separate till we
have had time to examine them, so they can't cook
up a story between' em.
11. Don't ever march home the same way. Take a different
route so you won't be ambushed.
12. No matter whether we travel in big parties or little
ones, each party has to keep a scout 20 yards ahead,
20 yards on each flank, and 20 yards in the rear so the
main body can't be surprised and wiped out.
13. Every night you'll be told where to meet if surrounded
by a superior force.
14. Don't sit down to eat without posting sentries.
15. Don't sleep beyond dawn. Dawn's when the French
and Indians attack.
16. Don't cross a river by a regular ford.
17. If somebody's trailing you, make a circle, come back
onto your own tracks, and ambush the folks that aim to
ambush you.
18. Don't stand up when the enemy's coming against you.
Kneel down, lie down, hide behind a tree.
19. Let the enemy come till he's almost close enough to
touch, then let him have it and jump out and finish him
up with your hatchet. 

STANDING ORDERS, ROGERS' RANGERS
MAJOR ROBERT ROGERS, 1759
1. Don't forget nothing.
2. Have your musket clean as a whistle, hatchet scoured,
sixty rounds powder and ball, and be ready to march
at a minute's warning.
3. When you're on the march, act the way you would if
you was sneaking up on a deer. See the enemy first.
4. Tell the truth about what you see and what you
do. There is an army depending on us for correct
information. You can lie all you please when you tell
other folks about the Rangers, but don't never lie to a
Ranger or officer.
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SPECIAL ALERT: Discounts through the
end of 2018 are available to departments that
sign up for online CourtSmart training
through the Illinois Chiefs

ILACP has a new partnership with CourtSmart, an
association consisting primarily of attorneys committed to helping officers understand the legal
rules on the street and in court. CourtSmart’s motto is that officers don’t have to know the law as
well as attorneys; officers have to know it better -- as officers must act and react at a moment’s
notice. Attorneys, meanwhile, can research the law for months, or even years, and later secondguess officers with judges and juries.
This new partnership puts ILACP’s endorsement on CourtSmart’s training and encourages police
departments throughout the state to consider what CourtSmart offers. The agreement was
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reached earlier this year by the ILACP Board of Officers and Dale Anderson, an attorney who
works with CourtSmart and has provided training in Illinois for many years.
The other three CourtSmart attorneys besides Anderson are Anthony A. Polse, Steven J.
Scheller, and retired Chief Jim Volpe.
Anderson said that Illinois police and sheriffs’ departments that sign up with CourtSmart through
ILACP will receive a discount until the end of 2018. The regular price per officer is $60 per year,
but the price for departments with chiefs, command staff, or training officers who are ILACP
members is just $50 per year – a 17 percent discount through the end of 2018.

What CourtSmart Can Do For A Police Department

CourtSmart provides four comprehensive standardized approaches to ongoing learning and to
professionalization:
1. Legal source books that are updated every year and available both in hard copy and ebook, which officers can use for educational and research purposes;
2. Monthly recent case updates that help officers keep up with the changes in the law,
particularly constitutional law;
3. Quizzes on the monthly updates and possibly satisfying the state mandates, with the
results of the quizzes available to supervisors selected by the department. If your officers
answer seven out of ten questions correctly, they may be eligible to be certified for the
legislative mandates, if your local Mobile Training Unit approves. ILACP is working on
these relationships with the MTUs. “I must be transparent in saying that most MTUs have
not yet certified this training to satisfy the mandates,” ILACP Executive Director Ed
Wojcicki said. “But we will be reaching out to the MTUS, and we will be encouraging
our members to contact their MTU directors to ask that this training be certified. We will
keep members posted about where the certification if available.”
At this point, MTU #3 does cooperate on CourtSmart training.
4. Questions answered by e-mail for officers as CourtSmart’s time allows.
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It is common knowledge how expensive civil cases have become. Almost everyone has heard
about the recent case where the judge and jury in Illinois initially awarded a $15.5 million
verdict against officers who obtained an unconstitutional confession against a suspect. How
many know which rule was applied in that case? That rule has probably resulted in more
murderers walking free than all other evidence suppression issues combined. It has also resulted
in millions of dollars in damages in numerous civil cases against Illinois officers.
These are the kinds of “legal rules” addressed by CourtSmart.
In the context of the rules created by case law, do you have a plan for how your officers:
•
•
•
•

handle medical or mental illness calls that go wrong?
react when traffic stops begin to go wrong?
know when your officers can use intermediate force (taser, baton or pepper spray)?
understand how to write reports and testify effectively to avoid liability?

Those and literally hundreds of situations are covered by CourtSmart, and it’s good for officers
to get the new information every month.

How this is being rolled out to ILACP members:
In August, ILACP collaborated with CourtSmart to conduct seminars in Rockford, Springfield,
and New Lenox. These were primarily for chiefs and command staff – to enhance their own
knowledge and to see how CourtSmart training can be utilized in their department. “We are
starting with Vince Lombardi fundamentals – blocking and tackling,” said Anderson. “By that I
mean the constitutional rules – particularly those rules created by the United States Supreme
Court decisions – that every officer must know to avoid liability.”
ILACP is also reaching out to the Mobile Training Units to get appropriate credit for the
CourtSmart online training and eventually to satisfy the state mandates on various required
training topics.

How to Sign Up
The cost for CourtSmart will increase in 2019, but departments will get Illinois Chiefs’ discounts
through the end of 2018. If you would like more information about beginning CourtSmart
through the Association, contact Dale Anderson at daa2000@aol.com or call him at 815-8610320. The website for CourtSmart is www.leotraining.com.

Ed Wojcicki, Executive Director ed@ilchiefs.org
Sherrie Phipps, Communications and Member Relations, sherrie@ilchiefs.org
Carmen Kent, Assistant Business Manager ckent@ilchiefs.org
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Krista Kolis, Projects Director – Karen Fagg, Assistant to Executive Director
Phone 217-523-3765; Fax 217-523-8352

Website: http://www.ilchiefs.org

E-Mail: ILACP@ilchiefs.org
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Starting a drone program, but don't know where to begin?
Drone Pilot Flight & Ground School @ NIPSTA 2300
Patriot Blvd Glenview
Nov 7th & 8th 9:00-5:00
Dec 4th & 5th 9:00-5:00
AeroVista Drone Academy's Public Safety Pilot Training is
a 2 day class -Ground School and Flight School module.
This course was developed from the ground up by our
experienced team of Pilots and Public Safety Advisers. We provide Ground and Flight training, along
with a written and practical flight proficiency test that will help prepare each attendee for the
aeronautical knowledge test for the FAA Remote Pilot certificate. This training is the most efficient and
safe way of building UAV Pilot Proficiency. Click Here to Register

Free Drone Program Planning Guide
Looking to start a drone program, but don't know where
to begin? Our free UAS Program Planning guide breaks
down the structure of a successful drone program and
the steps agencies can take to build safe, efficient and
sustainable programs to leverage this lifesaving
technology.
Click Here to Download

Drones in the news:
The latest updates on drones in public safety

MABAS-Illinois Moves Forward to Develop Mutual Aid
Drone Program
MABAS Illinois has long been known for assembling elite
teams and managing specialized resources. Next on
MABAS’ Radar: Specialist drone teams.
Read More
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Glenview Fire Department Deploys Drone to Extra Alarm
Fire in Des Plaines
Glenview Fire’s drone played a critical role in the efforts to
extinguish an extra-alarm fire in unincorporated Des Plaines
on September 16th.
Read More

Illinois Legislature Discusses Amendment to Allow Law
Enforcement Agencies to Deploy Drones for Crowd
Monitoring
Since 2014, Law Enforcement agencies in Illinois have strict
limitations on using drones in an enforcement capacity. That
may be about to change.
Read More

Announcements
AeroVista Drone Academy launches advanced
training modules: Drones in Search and
Rescue, Night Operations, Aerial
Thermography and Photogrammetry for
Investigations
We can customize he training program to meet
the needs of your agency. Email
Melanie@Aerovistainnovations.com for additional
information or to schedule training.
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